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Welcome to the world of business!

So maybe you’ve been toying around with the idea of  
turning your hobby into a business or maybe a flash of  

inspiration hit you one night?

Here is our free e-book aimed at helping entrepreneurs like 
you start their business in New Zealand!

Whilst this is by no means a complete and in-depth run 
down of the intricacies of starting a business, this e-book 
should serve as a general road map as you embark on the 

path to business success!

So let’s jump right in...
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Is There a Genuine Want  
or Need for Your Business?
Now if it seems as though we’ve started off with a really  
difficult question on purpose, you’d be right. This is  
THE biggest question when you are standing on the edge  
of diving into the business world.

Is there a real want or need for your products or services? You will  
potentially be investing a lot of your own time and money into your 
startup so it makes sense to do a bit of research before you go for it.

Take a look online, have a nose around and see if there are similar  
businesses out there. Don’t get too disheartened if you see there’s one 
or two other companies doing the same thing, this isn’t necessarily a 
bad thing! In these cases have a look at their websites, read 
testimonials, look at their work and take note of the things you would 
improve upon — these will later become your points of difference that 
we’ll cover later.
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Approach your friends and family and see if they like your idea but be-
ware, your friends and family know and like you (probably) so they may 
say they like your idea just to be polite.

If you’re looking to sell a physical product then take a look on sites such 
as Trade Me, GrabOne and Torpedo7 for New Zealand examples to see 
if people are buying these products.

Let’s say you are looking to sell phone covers. You search Trade Me 
and you are bombarded with pages upon pages of phone covers. This 
is a good indication that this market is oversaturated. Not only will you 
find it hard to stand out in the crowds but you will also have to compete 
with prices that allow for little to no margin at all.

Take a look on Google trends too. Google Trends is an online search 
tool that allows you to see how often specific keywords, subjects and 
phrases have been queried over a specific period of time in your area, 
and the best bit? It’s free!

Note: Importing a cool product from china? The biggest database to 
buy products from Chinese suppliers is Alibaba. There are a few  
others out there such as DH Gate but for now stick with Alibaba.  
The number one rule is to never ever (ever) order bulk before ordering 
samples first and always make use of Alibaba’s “Gold Supplier” and 
“Assessed Supplier” check boxes. DO NOT buy products from suppliers 
outside of these parameters.
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Business Name & Registration 
The perfect business name tells people that know nothing 
about your company exactly what you do. For example:

1. The House Sitting Company. They help home owners  
find house sitters

2. Trade Me. An internet auction website where you can  
buy and trade products.

3. Appliance Shed. They sell appliances.
4. Liquor Centre. A licensed retailer of alcoholic beverages.

You get the picture. If you decide to go for an out-there name you must  
ensure you elude to the business field in either a nice and short tagline 
or even in your logo.

companies-register

https://companies-register.companiesoffice.govt.nz/Secure
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Now it’s time to get serious. 
 
Log on to the NZ Companies Register website and go through the  
process of buying and registering your company name. With some luck 
hopefully no one has already registered that name, if they have and they 
are in your same field then you’ll have to go back to the notepad and  
try again. 

All up this should cost around $125 to do and take no longer than one  
business day. 

Follow the easy steps and register for tax. This will get you your IRD 
number and this is where you can choose wether or non to register for 
GST. If you think you WON’T earn over the revenue threshold of $60,000 
per year (at time of writing) then you do not have to register for GST.

Note: Once you’ve reserved a company name, you have 20  
working days to complete the incorporation of your New Zealand  
company. This includes filing signed consent forms for all directors  
and shareholders.
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Create a SWOT Analysis
SWOT stands for Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities  
and Threats. This is a really simple yet very helpful tool.

Strengths:  
What separates you from the rest of the competition?  
What does your business do that no one else does?
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Weaknesses:  
What areas do you foresee as your weakness?  
Is the cost of entry into your area of business high  
(for example a restaurant)?  
Are you brand new to the market?  
Does the team consist of just you? If so what are your limitations
when it comes to working in your business (e.g. limited knowledge of 
web design, graphic design, marketing etc). Be honest. This can really 
help you to see the areas you need to work on and shows you where 
you will need help from people who know what they are doing. 

Opportunities:  
You’ve identified there is a need for your product/service so list
your findings here. For example there is a steady increase in plant 
based diets globally and in NZ more than 460,000 people identify as 
mostly or always vegetarian — an increase of 27% in the last four years.

Threats: 
This one can be a little more difficulty but try and think of the threats 
your business may face that adversely affect your company.  
For example say you’re importing products from China.  
You will have to buy from China in $USD so a threat could be  
fluctuating exchange rates, lost shipments, bad suppliers etc. 
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Logo Design & Branding
This is where all the fun sketching begins. As a general rule  
a logo should be simple and easily recognisable.

As a rule of thumb, if your business name is complicated or doesn’t 
really relate to the business area (for example a family name) then it’s  
a good idea to add elements to your logo that eludes to the business.

If your name says it all then you can experiment a little  
with a zany logo.
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However, branding is more than just a sharp logo and an attractive  
colour scheme. Your brand represents the way you deal with your  
customers, the quality of your products and services and the  
impression you leave behind. So it’s certainly worth spending time on.

If your graphic design skills aren’t quite where you want them to be then 
it is worth hiring a graphic designer. We have an incredible graphic  
designer onboard so if you have your sketches ready to go contact us 
and we can bring those notepad doodles to life!

Your logo is basically the face of your business so it should reflect what 
you want your customers to feel when they see your branding. Colour 
can play an important role in psychology and every good designer 
worth their weight knows what colours work, and what don’t. Take a 
look at this handy chart to help you along your branding journey.
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Practice Your Elevator Pitch
An elevator pitch is a succinct and persuasive sales pitch.

The idea is that if you can’t tell a total stranger your business idea  
before the elevator gets to the 3rd floor then your idea is too  
complicated. Focus on getting this nailed to no longer than 20  
seconds. It works both ways — firstly, you won’t bore people to tears  
at those family BBQs and secondly, you’ll be telling lots of people the 
idea so save your breath and keep things simple!
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Get a Top-Notch Website  
Designed by LAB007
We all know that first impressions matter  
— especially in the business world.

Imagine opening your brand new shop with cracked and damaged  
signage (complete with spelling errors) and a half-painted façade  
featuring cobwebbed windows? Your interior design company probably 
wouldn’t last long.

Yet time and time and time again small business owners do exactly 
that — well, at least the online equivalent.

Your website is your business’s shopfront. It is your main point of  
contact for your online audience. Your customers expect to find you 
online (that includes on their mobile devices too) and, if they don’t see 
you? Well then you are invisible and irrelevant. If your site is dated,  
neglected and poorly designed then don’t be surprised to see your  
customers bouncing from your site to your competitor’s.
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So how do you make your website stand out and attract and convert 
customers? Here are 6 key website design elements every site should 
have to convert those window shoppers into buyers. The awesome 
part? LAB007 can do this all for you!

1. Beautiful Images.

The key to encouraging a resistant consumer base to buy products that 
they can’t try or touch, is stunning imagery. It goes without saying that 
if you are selling lovely red leg warmers then it makes sense to have an 
image of said leg warmers. Showcase you product the best way  
possible. Think like the customer and show the item’s features  
through images. 
 
Images work for services too. Maybe you’re a kitchen designer or a roof 
cleaning business? Showcase your work with before and after photos. 
You’re an accountant? Introduce your team. Your customers are  
humans so interact with them like a human and use images to  
emotionally connect them to your businesses.

If you sell ANYTHING do not underestimate the power of  
high resolution images.
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2. Keep the Camera Rolling.

If an images can speak a thousand words then a video can reel  
off a novel. What better way to showcase your business than with  
a professional and sleek video? Showcase your event, new office,  
products, service or location you are advertising with an  
engaging video. 

3. Make It Easy For Customers to Pay.

E-commerce has revolutionised the way we live life and do business. 
More and more and more (and more) people are shopping online. 
E-commerce sales reached $2.3 trillion worldwide last year which is a
24.8% increase over the previous year — It’s a trend that is showing no 
signs of stopping.
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So make it easy for your customers to buy your products or service.  
Invest in a safe and secure online payment system like eWay or Pay-
ment Express so your customers can use their credit/debit cards to buy 
your goods.

If you provide a service and quote your clients then have a clear pricing 
structure in place and make the process more transparent. 

5. Invest in Graphic Design.

Graphic design is more than just creating a sharp logo and an attractive
colour scheme. Clever graphic design and branding represents the 
quality of your products and services, how you interact with your  
customers and the impression you leave in your customer’s mind. 

Graphic design helps your customers understand your brand’s story 
and conveys a message that your business wants to broadcast.  
Professional illustrations and design work tells your customers that  
you are a legitimate company that takes pride in the work they do.
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6. Create Engaging Content. 

“Build it and they will come”. This may have been true for casinos in the 
50’s but that isn’t necessarily true for websites. 

Search engines such as Google will rank your website higher or lower 
than your competition depending on the amount of relevant  
information you provide on your website.

Images and video help to boost your website ranking but a great way to
increase your traffic is in clever copy that incorporates words that your 
online customers will type into search engines. This is known as SEO 
(Search Engine Optimisation).
 
The key is to write your website’s content in such a way that is  
both informative yet also attention grabbing and interesting. Curate  
engaging online marketing material to bring in customers. This is 
known as in-bound marketing. 
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7. Get Social #pleaselikeme

Social Media Marketing is so much more than just blasting out a few 
Tweets or Facebook updates here and there. You have to engage,  
entertain and provide top-notch content to catch the eye of your target 
audience. 60% of adults globally are active on social media and 79% 
are likely to seek the opinions of others before deciding where to put 
their money. Social media really can make or break a brand. 
 
Different social media sites attract different demographics. You won’t 
find your 80-year-old aunt at Ponsonby Central on a Saturday night and 
you won’t find her on Twitter. Older generations are increasingly using 
Facebook while younger generations are moving to apps such as  
Instagram and Snapchat for their social fixes. 
 
Wherever your customers are hanging out, ensure you reach them 
through social media.
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Bill Was Right After All
Ages ago some guy called Bill Gates said it best when he quipped, 
“There will be two types of businesses in the next 5 years, those that 
are on the internet, and those that are out of business.” Bill was bang 
on. Every business has a website nowadays — and if you don’t?  
You NEED one. 

However, it isn’t “job done” once you build a site. Your website has to be 
a lot more than just “there”. It has to reflect who you are as a business 
and tell potential customers that you are exactly the business they are 
looking for.

So there we have it. Hopefully you took away some information that  
will help you on your journey to business success! 
 
When you are ready to take things to the next level and get yourself a 
brand new website, be sure to contact us! Our pricing structure is super 
simple and budget focused — it’s specifically designed for startups and 
small businesses just like you! 
 
But beware, prepare to get busy! 

Our website packages start from less than $2k for a business starter 
site and from less than $4k for an e-commerce site!

Your Business’s Secret Advantage
www.lab007.nz | info@lab007.nz | 0800 522 007
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